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Synopsis

Betty, could not resist anymore the sadness, she had to feel it! Entering in a turmoil of depression, guilt and self judgement, as we can all imagine when one loses a child, she was able to turn all odds around with the help of a powerful tool she used, her husband and the unbelievable clearing session offered by her beautiful gray horse that facilitated her recovery. This book has to do with loss, infertility, hope and miracles.... and a surprise that nobody really expects!
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Customer Reviews

Could not put this book down. The tenderness of all the characters and the romance there is makes this book flow with tenderness towards many unexpected scenes. A different but interesting point of view of angels and earth.

You start reading the book and do not want to stop till the end ....Fantastic! Envelopping.... Touches the bottom of your heart!

This book is an amazing journey from Heaven to Earth, from Miscarriage to Birth and from Unawareness to Consciousness. The author, Maria LaRiva introduces you to Betty, Raymond and their daughter to be, Jenny including their paths of love, loss and rebirth. I highly recommend this book for it's gentle guidance through some of the toughest times in peoples lives.

Susan Shatzer BA, #1 Best Selling Author, CEO From Creation to Cradle and Consciousness
Revolutionary

Great book, a must read for somebody trying to get pregnant, pregnant or going through infertility. Nice sweet explanation of what to do in any of these situations. Will leave you thinking of how to be a better parent.
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